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Cimutaa is 67 meters. 
Meanwhile, Bev led a crew to in-

vestigate the area around el Faisán 
and quickly rounded up a guide to a 
local cave. Cueva de el Faisán turned 
out to be an overflow-resurgence 
cave 265 meters long. As at te Ci-
mutaa, there were old walls that 
had once blocked passageways, 
and there was a platform as well. 
the cave is complex, with the en-
trance passage teeing into a main 
route route extending Se-nw. Fos-
sil drain passages are fed by more 
recent vadose infeeders. there are 
permanent pools and aquatic and 
terrestrial fauna. 

Bev, Paul, and vickie were shown 
four caves at la Florida, just north 
along the highway from Jacatepec. 
the first one was Cueva de la 
Flo rida, which has a smaller cave 
adjacent to it. Cueva de la Florida 
has about 20 meters of fossil passage, 
with bats and deep guano deposits. 
Plans to survey these two caves were 
thwarted by a large beehive, but the 
next cave was ample compensation. 
Cueva de Gran trabajo has three 
massive, ancient walls constructed 
at the entrance, followed by smooth-
floored horizontal passage with 
further wall constructions. A short 
climb down over slimy vampire 
guano tees into 70 meters of nice 
borehole, after which the cave is 
choked by sediment and flowstone 
at either end. This cave is a signifi-
cant archeological site. the last cave 
they did in that area, Cueva del Bote 
Alegre, is a single, well-decorated 
fossil chamber, located along the 
edge of a sizable dolina. the cave is 
about 12 meters deep, and the room 
is about 20 meters long by 7 meters 
wide. There is a drain in the floor, but 
it is plugged with rocks and dirt.

Aimee and Geoff spearheaded 
explorations around rinconada, 10 
kilometers east of valle nacional, 
locating six caves and a spring. Cav-
erna rinconada no. 1, located 1500 
meters southwest of rinconada, is a 
large cave with bats, including vam-
pires. it experiences a lot of visitors. 
the entrance is on a hillside above a 
spring and opens into a single large 
room. A talus slope leads down to 
a dirt floor. A small stream passage 
leads through several pools to a 
deep sump, which likely resurges 


